
 Edible Erosion 
The surface of the Earth, that we walk on, is made up of a ton of rocks.  These rocks move and

change depending on their environment, and over time, these changes can create mountains and
valleys.  This process can take thousands of years and can be hard to see.  In this experiment, you

will use a cookie (your rock) to help you see the weathering (breaking into pieces) and erosion
(moving) of the rocks under our feet! Guess

Today we will be using a toothpick and water to weather (break down) and erode (move)
a cookie. Write your hypothesis, or guess, of what you think will happen when you pour

water on your “cookie rock” and weather it with a toothpick. 

 Materials 
A cookie (your rock!)
A plate
A bowl
Water

A pipette (water dropper)
Toothpick



2. Place your cookie on your plate and poke it
with your toothpick 15 times, draw how much

the cookie weathers (breaks apart) below

4. Place your cookie back on your plate and poke it
another 10 times.  Below, draw what your cookie

looks like now! (Make sure to note how many crumbs
are moving (eroding) into your bowl as well!) 

3. Fill your pipette with water and hold your
ookie over your bowl.  Gently squeeze the water

from the pipette onto the cookie for one second 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 two more times.  Moving
your cookie to the bowl, pouring water, moving back

to the plate, poking and then draw observations 

Gather your materials 1.

Experiment

6. Place your cookie on your plate and carefully tilt. 
 Watch as your weathered cookie rock crumbs erode

away down your plate! 

Observations
Draw what your cookie looks like each time you weather it.  Then circle low, medium, or high in your crumb

count based on how many crumbs eroded onto your bowl or plate 
1st Time 2nd Time 3rd Time

Crumb
Count

Crumb
Count

Crumb
Countlow Medium HIGH low Medium HIGH low Medium HIGH



Draw how your cookie looked BEFORE any weathering and AFTER all rounds of
weathering and erosionBEFORE AFTER

Be a researcher If time permits, answer the following questions: 
List three ways in which rocks can be weathered: 1.

1. 2. 3.
2. What is one landmark/landform that has been shaped by weathering and

erosion?


